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NGC News

Coin Certification at the 2009 Beijing International Coin
Exposition
NGC receives considerable attention at the Beijing International Coin
Exposition held October 30 to November 1, 2009.
Read this article...

NGC Registry Awards 2009: Your Chance at Exclusive
Grand Prize
Every year, NGC awards the top Competitive Sets and Signature Sets
in the NGC Registry. This year’s competition will be the largest ever
with well over 50,000 sets participating.
Read this article...

NGC Grading On-site at Whitman Baltimore Coin &
Collectibles Expo
NGC will offer grading and Details Grading, as well as encapsulation
in our state-of-the-art holder. Don’t miss this opportunity — read on for
details.
Read this article...

Would You Like to Be a Guest Writer for the NGC E-mail
Newsletter?
Share your collecting interests and experiences with our readership.
NGC is accepting writing submissions for our Web site and our
monthly e-mail newsletter.
Read this article...

Counterfeit Detection: Spark-Erosion 1858 Flying Eagle
Cent
By NGC
Spark erosion counterfeit coins aren't made very frequently anymore
because they are easy to spot once you learn how. This 1858 Flying
Eagle Cent submitted to NGC for grading and authentication is a
perfect example for study.
Read this article...

Ancients: Famous Romans You Can Collect: Part I
David Vagi discusses ancient Roman coins in this first article of a
multi-part series.
Read this article...

USA Coin Album: The Coinage of 1837, Part One
This month, David W. Lange begins a new series on a pivotal year in
the history of United States coinage. Read on for part one.
Read this article...

NumisMedia Market Report: Prices Advance on Positive
Auction Results
This month NumisMedia has a lot to report about continually
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improving prices in the market. And it’s looking like metals in particular
are about to skyrocket. NumisMedia has the full story.
Read this article...

From the NGC Archives: 1861 Silver Three-Cent Piece
This month’s feature, sometimes called a trime, is a standout rarity.
Read on for the full story of this beautiful specimen.
Read this article...

Special Offering of NGC-Certified Coins in Maison Palombo
Auction 8
Their November 28 auction includes a rich offering of NGC-certified
European and South American coins; online bidding is now open.
Read this article...

New Mint State Pioneer Minor Coinage Catalog
This Holabird-Kagin Americana sale will surely fascinate collectors,
since much of this material has never before been seen in these
conditions.
Read this article...

Forcier Collection Commems to Be Offered in Heritage
Houston Signature Auction
This complete commemorative type set features NGC-certified coins
that are well matched in terms of both grade and appearance — an
accomplishment for any collector.
Read this article...

Goldline International Ranks #32 in 100 Largest Privately
Held Companies by LA Business Journal
A recent report by the LA Business Journal included this coin and
precious metals dealer among its top ranks of the largest privately
held companies.
Read this article...

Counterfeit Detection: 1897-O Morgan Dollar
We were recently surprised by the submission of an 1897-O Morgan
dollar that was wholly counterfeit and not the typically seen added
mintmark alteration.
Read this article...
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Coin Certification at the 2009
Beijing International Coin
Exposition
Posted on 11/2/2009

NGC receives considerable attention at the Beijing International Coin Exposition
held October 30 to November 1, 2009.

The Beijing International Coin Exposition (BICE) is China’s premier convention for
modern coins, providing a showcase for mints from around the world and China’s
own precious metal issues. Nearly 200 exhibitors from 18 countries participated,
with NGC in attendance for the first time.

Much of the focus of the event surrounded on new Chinese commemorative
coinage issues. After the enormous success of the 2008 Beijing Olympic coins,
new China Mint commemorative programs face a high bar. The 2009 programs
are already proving popular, especially the issues celebrating the 60th
Anniversary of the founding of the People’s Republic of China.

There is a growing awareness of independent rare coin certification in China as
well. The numismatic marketplace is expanding at a rapid rate. As new collectors
enter, they appreciate the additional security provided by NGC’s guarantee of
authenticity and grade. NGC accepted coins for certification at the show through
its submission center, Guangzhou GB. For much of the show, crowds surrounded
NGC’s booth to learn about the benefits of professional certification.

The official BICE auction included two lots of NGC-certified coins, the first and
only certified coins ever offered in the BICE auction. Lot 67 was a 2008 Panda
Silver 300Y graded NGC PF68 and encapsulated in NGC’s oversize holder. It
realized RMB 15,000 (US$2,197). Lot 76 was a set of 2009 Precious Metal
Coinage 30th Anniversary Commemorative Panda Gold 100Y and Silver 10Y
coins graded NGC MS70 and MS68 respectively. The lot realized RMB 7,200
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(US$1,055).

During much of the event, crowds surrounded NGC’s booth at the 2009 Beijing
International Coin Exposition.

A quieter moment reveals the NGC trade show booth. The small table was used to
prepare and document submissions taken during the event.



The show's official auction included two lots of NGC-certified coins, the first and only
certified coins ever offered in the Beijing Expo sale.
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NGC Registry Awards 2009:
Your Chance at Exclusive Grand
Prize
Posted on 10/27/2009

Every year, NGC awards the top Competitive Sets and Signature Sets in the NGC
Registry. This year’s competition will be the largest ever with well over 50,000 sets
participating.

As in past years, winners will be selected in Competitive and Signature set
categories. However, for the first time ever, NGC will select one grand prize
winner from the winners in the Competitive and Signature set categories. Our
grand prize winner will be awarded a unique experience that includes travel to the
NGC facilities in Sarasota, FL for a personal registry set consultation with an NGC
numismatist whose expertise lies in your collecting specialty. This exclusive one-
on-one meeting will provide the opportunity to gain unique insight into the grade
and surface condition of every coin in your set and highlight what’s most important
about grading the series that you collect to help you build the best collection
possible. Read on for full award details.

This year, awards are being presented in the following categories:

Competitive Set Awards
Awards will be presented in the following four categories:

The FIVE Best CLASSIC Sets: 1792-1964
The FIVE Best MODERN Sets: 1950 to Date (including Jefferson Nickels
and Roosevelt Dimes)
The FIVE Best PRESENTED Sets (Sets with the best descriptive text and
coin images)
The THREE Best WORLD Sets
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Signature Set Awards
Awards will be presented in the following four categories:

The Best Overall Signature Set
The Best World Signature Set
The Most Creative Signature Set
The Most Informative Signature Set

Take the honors in one of these categories, and you’ll receive a personalized
plaque, an icon of recognition next to your set’s registry listing and up to 5 Deluxe
PHOTO PROOFS of NGC coins from your winning set. Winners in these
categories will also win a chance to be selected for our grand prize.

To participate, just enter your set online in the NGC Registry. Sets must be at
least 50% complete to be eligible for the award categories above.

Collectors Journal Awards
Additionally, we will award three outstanding Collectors Journal Authors. We will
consider an author's complete collection of journal entries in determining the
winners. Journals entries will be judged on writing talent, creativity, enthusiasm,
numismatic knowledge, and, most importantly, the sharing of a personal sense of
the collecting journey. The winning authors will receive a personalized plaque and
an icon of recognition on their homepages.

Also, collectors with the #1 set in each category will receive an icon of recognition
by his/her set in the registry and a certificate of achievement.

The deadline for set registration and journal entries is 5pm ET on December 10,
2009. Winners will be announced on January 8, 2010. Click to view previous
year's award winners.
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NGC Grading On-site at
Whitman Baltimore Coin &
Collectibles Expo
Posted on 10/26/2009

NGC will offer grading and Details Grading, as well as encapsulation in our state-
of-the-art holder. Don’t miss this opportunity — read on for details.

NGC will offer on-site grading and encapsulation at the Whitman Baltimore Coin &
Collectibles Expo Thursday, November 12 (during dealer setup) and Friday,
November 13. Please check with NGC show representatives for daily submission
cut-off times. NGC will be at Tables 1302-1306.

NGC will be offering NGC Details Grading for coins that exhibit detrimental
surface conditions. It will be provided automatically and at no additional charge for
all on-site grading submissions. Submitters can request to opt out of this service if
they prefer to have such coins returned ungraded.

All coins certified or reholdered by NGC at shows receive the Scratch-Resistant
EdgeView© Holder. Please read below for complete details on the services
offered during the show:

Gold Special $50 per coin
Gold coins valued at $1,500 and under (5-coin minimum).

Value WalkThrough $65 per coin
Coins valued at $1,500 and under.

WalkThrough $100 per coin
Coins valued from $1,501 to $100,000.

Expedite WalkThrough $150 per coin
Guaranteed four-hour turnaround, coins valued at
$100,000 and under.
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Coins are returned within four hours or regular show
pricing applies.

High-Value WalkThrough $200 per coin
Four-hour turnaround, coins valued from $100,001 to
$500,000.

Unlimited Value WalkThrough $500 per coin
Four-hour turnaround, coins valued above $500,000.

Show ReHolder $10 per coin
A coin in a scratched, chipped or older generation NGC
holder is placed in a new Scratch-Resistant EdgeView©
holder.

NCS CrossOver $10 per coin
A coin in an NCS holder is NGC Details Graded.

Most coins submitted for on-site grading are returned within 24 to 48 hours,
except for expedited services, which are completed within four hours.

NGC Show Representatives will also be accepting submissions for all service
levels to be sent to our office in Sarasota, FL. These include World Services,
Ancient coin services, Early Bird, Economy, Bulk, Special Designations, PHOTO
PROOF® and more!

Special Note: Due to the special handling required, NGC does not accept
submissions of the following coins at this show for on-site grading or regular
service submissions to be returned to the NGC offices: 20th Anniversary Eagles,
Early Releases, American Liberty Series, 10th Anniversary Platinum Sets. These
submissions must be sent directly to Sarasota, FL, by the submitter.

Visit our table to get answers to any questions about the services offered by NGC.
Please remember that NGC does not provide opinions or free evaluations of coins
at trade shows.
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Would You Like to Be a Guest
Writer for the NGC E-mail
Newsletter?
Posted on 11/6/2009

Share your collecting interests and experiences with our readership. NGC is
accepting writing submissions for our Web site and our monthly e-mail newsletter.

NGC seeks to publish informative, well-written, forward-thinking articles and ideas
about numismatics.

We invite both dealers and collectors to submit articles about their specific
collecting interests or general opinions on current topics in the hobby. Selected
articles will be used in future editions of the NGC monthly e-mail newsletter and /
or the NGC Web site.

Writer's Guidelines
Topics: Any subject pertaining to coins or coin collecting.

Format: Articles should not exceed 1,500 words in length. Please provide your
contact information including your full name, address, e-mail address and daytime
phone number. Also provide a brief biography including your area of collecting
interest and occupation.

Editing: NGC reserves the right to edit or disapprove any article. If accepted,
articles will be edited for content, clarity, style and format. NGC will not print any
article that cannot be verified.

Please send your submission via e-mail to dena@NGCcoin.com
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Counterfeit Detection: Spark-
Erosion 1858 Flying Eagle Cent
Posted by NGC on 11/9/2009

Spark erosion counterfeit coins aren't made very frequently anymore because
they are easy to spot once you learn how. This 1858 Flying Eagle Cent submitted
to NGC for grading and authentication is a perfect example for study.

This 1858 Small Letters Flying Eagle Cent was recently submitted to NGC for
certification. It was immediately recognized as an older style of spark erosion
counterfeit. Fakes of this type are seldom encountered today because they are
not particularly deceptive. Since all spark erosion counterfeits share similar
attributes, they are easy to spot if you know how.

Spark erosion counterfeits are made using an electric current to etch a coin’s
details into a steel die blank. An authentic coin or model is placed in an electrolytic
solution beside a coin blank. When a current is introduced, it jumps from coin to
die, creating a spark that melts away a tiny portion of the die blank. Eventually, a
copy of the coin becomes etched into the die’s surface. Once the die is removed
from solution, it is polished to smooth out the fields to a flat plane.

Spark-Erosion Counterfeit 1858 Flying Eagle Cent
click image to enlarge

The mini-explosions that etch the die create a rough or granular surface
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throughout the design. Inevitably, raised lumps will also appear in the fields
usually surrounding the devices (design elements). Because the field is polished
smooth, spark erosion counterfeits often appear prooflike as they have slightly
mirrored fields. Because it is not possible to smooth out the devices and legends
in a similar way, the letters and design will appear rough when viewed under
magnification.

On this 1858 Flying Eagle Cent, the roughness is seen throughout the eagle’s
body, most prominently on the high breast feathers at top of its chest. A tell-tale
lump of metal can be seen at 3:30 behind the eagle’s tail. The reverse is semi-
prooflike. Numerous metal lumps are seen around the letters, specifically below
the E in CENT and entirely surrounding the N in CENT. Also look around the
periphery to spot lumps of metal near the dentils; can you spot any metal lumps
that don’t belong?

To learn more, read other articles in our Counterfeit Detection Series.
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Ancients: Famous Romans You
Can Collect: Part I
Posted on 11/10/2009

David Vagi discusses ancient Roman coins in this first article of a multi-part
series.

Paring down the list of famous Romans who issued coins is a difficult task, but if
narrowed down to 50, a good coverage of the story of Rome from the 1st Century
B.C. through to the fall of the West in the late 5th Century A.D. can be achieved.

Even a cursory review of Roman coin issuers would require a book or two. So,
with the limited space of this overview, we intend merely to whet appetites for the
adventure that awaits those who begin to collect Roman coins.

Instead of taking a purely chronological approach, these forty famous Romans will
be distributed throughout five installments to assure that subjects from different
periods in Rome's history will be present in each new column.

1. Julius Caesar, dictator, d. 44 B.C. Perhaps the most famous of all Romans,
Julius Caesar is immortalized in the writings he composed while on campaign
against the Celts in Gaul, and in those of Roman historians such as Suetonius
and the English playwright Shakespeare. An extraordinary general and
statesman, Caesar did much to consolidate his power and defeat his enemies –
be they Roman or foreign. In doing so he helped finalize the transformation of
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Rome into a state willing to be ruled by a charismatic individual rather than by an
elected senate. After a costly civil war that followed his death, Caesar’s political
legacy was assumed by his great-nephew and heir, Octavian, better known as
Augustus. Caesar appears on this silver denarius with a reverse type showing the
goddess Venus, from whom he believed he was descended.

2. Tiberius, emperor A.D. 14-37 Before becoming Rome's second emperor,
Tiberius distinguished himself as a general and administrator. Even so, he never
got rave reviews in his own time, and posterity has not given him much more
credit. He was dour, stingy, arrogant and sometimes cruel, but he was
experienced, competent and strived to be fair – which is more than can be said for
most of Rome's emperors. The achievements of his reign are strongly
overshadowed by the dynastic struggles of the 20s and the perverse excesses
attributed to him while residing on the island of Capri in the last decade of his
reign. During his reign Christ was crucified in Jerusalem, an event that few if any
Romans of the day could have imagined would eventually transform their empire
to a monotheistic state. Tiberius is portrayed here on a silver denarius that on its
reverse shows his mother, Livia, seated; this coin type is generally described as
the “tribute penny” of the Bible.

3. Vespasian, emperor A.D. 69-79 From A.D. 68 to 69 the Roman Empire
endured a destructive civil war, and as the dust settled the general Vespasian



(who along with his eldest son Titus had fought to suppress a revolt in Judaea)
claimed the title of emperor. His reign lasted a decade, and unlike his most recent
predecessors he died peacefully in bed. During his tenure Vespasian kept his
focus on rebuilding his shattered empire, maintaining his famously dry sense of
humor throughout. He founded a dynasty, led afterward by his sons, which
endured 27 years. His practical nature and sharp wit are revealed in his portrait on
this brass sestertius, which shows on its reverse the god Mars advancing.

4. Trajan, emperor A.D. 98-117 Trajan was a militant emperor with a massive
ego; he devoted most of his reign to leading campaigns in person, and to
overseeing enormous building projects that would remain after his death as
testament to his achievements. To his credit, with his final campaign he expanded
the empire to its greatest size, but his final gains were ephemeral, and his
successor had to withdraw from newly conquered territories that were impossible
to adequately defend. Trajan's campaigns in Dacia (principally modern Romania
and Moldova) were commemorated by what is known as “Trajan's Column”, a
monument that survives to this day in the center of Rome; it appears opposite
Trajan's portrait on this brass dupondius.

5. Commodus, emperor A.D. 177-192 Unfortunately for Rome, this emperor is
famous for all the wrong reasons, and many historians consider the reign of
Commodus the starting point of the fall of the Roman Empire. Though his father
Marcus Aurelius was one of Rome's best emperors, Commodus shared few if any
of his father's fine qualities, and succumbed to the perils of absolute authority. A
great fan of blood spectacles, this emperor became increasingly ill and paranoid



until, near the end of his reign his insanity endangered his ability to retain power.
Eventually he was murdered in a palace coup. A mature portrait of Commodus
appears on this brass sestertius, which shows on its reverse Fortuna holding a
caduceus and a cornucopia, and placing her foot on a ship's prow.

6. Septimius Severus, emperor A.D. 193-211 This emperor came to power in
the midst of the chaos that followed the murder of Commodus, and he devoted
much of the next four years to consolidating his power and eliminating opponents.
His reign was a success in the grand scheme of things, though the 'Severan
Dynasty' he founded cannot be judged in such a positive light. He hailed from a
respectable family in Romanized North Africa and rose through a stellar service in
the army and government. Finally, in April of 193, he pursued the ultimate prize by
leading his soldiers into Rome to oust a man who – unbelievably – had purchased
the right to be emperor at a public auction held by the praetorian guards. This
billon tetradrachm of Antioch in Syria shows on its obverse the emperor with his
'corkscrew' beard, and on its reverse an eagle standing on an animal leg.

7. Aurelian, emperor A.D. 270-275 Aurelian ranks among Rome's most energetic
and accomplished emperors, for he helped lead the empire from near collapse to
a rather miraculous recovery. He personally led his army from the Balkans to the
desert oasis of Palmyra in Syria, then back across the empire to Gaul, and back
to the Balkans again. He was victorious at every turn until he was treacherously
murdered. A soldier's soldier, he earned the nickname 'hand-on-hilt' for being ever
ready to draw his sword. He was especially devoted to the worship of the sun-god
Sol, who was extremely popular among the legions, and he promoted a form of
solar monotheism that in some ways paved the road for the eventual acceptance



of Christianity as the state religion. This billon aurelianianus shows Aurelian
wearing armor and a 'radiate' crown, and the reverse depicts Sol with two
captives.

8. Diocletian, emperor A.D. 284-305 The two greatest reformers of the Roman
Empire were the founding emperor Augustus, and the later emperor Diocletian,
who introduced a form of mass socialism. In the end, however, the flexible system
of Augustus endured far longer than the top-heavy, intricate system of Diocletian.
His utopian system was not sustainable, and collapsed in his own lifetime. He was
a visionary in many ways, for he willingly shared power with a co-emperor and two
Caesars and he abdicated his throne to pass authority to his juniors. His
vehement opposition to Christianity as a rising force in the empire did not meet
with success, nor did his attempts to manage the economy by setting maximum
prices for goods and services. He did, however, defend the empire's borders and
he greatly reduced (temporarily, at least) the destructive cycle of internal rebellion
and civil war that was a constant threat to national security. His portrait appears
on this silver argenteus which shows on its reverse Diocletian and his three co-
rulers sacrificing before the fortified walls of a city or a military camp.

Photos courtesy of Classical Numismatic Group
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USA Coin Album: The Coinage
of 1837, Part One
Posted on 11/9/2009

This month, David W. Lange begins a new series on a pivotal year in the history of
United States coinage. Read on for part one.

There are several pivotal years in United States
coinage, and among the richest in the resulting
variety of coins is 1837. Not only did the
standards change, but this date also was timed
to a period of heightened activity within the US
Mint’s engraving department. Coin designs were
being revised almost annually during the 1830s,
largely as the result of enlightened leadership on
the part of two successive Mint directors.

Samuel Moore (1824–35) obtained this position
shortly after the appointment of a new chief engraver, William Kneass, and he
made the most of Kneass’ abilities in updating the existing designs starting in
1828. Moore also employed whenever possible the outside engraver Christian
Gobrecht, though it was not until the arrival of Moore’s successor, brother-in-law
Robert M. Patterson, in 1835 that Gobrecht was taken on formally as second
engraver under Kneass. The timing was fortuitous, as Kneass had recently
suffered a stroke that impaired his performance, though he kept on in his senior
position until his death five years later.

As technology advanced during the 1830s, this development was clearly reflected
in the greater standardization of the USA coinage. Though it has long been taken
as gospel that the adoption of close-fitting collars dates to the 1828–36 period,
some researchers have provided compelling evidence that restraining collars
were in use decades earlier for some denominations. What is not in dispute is that
steam power was used for the first time at the US Mint in Philadelphia, replacing
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horse power in the rolling of ingots into coining strip and, in 1836, finally
superseding human labor in the actual manufacture of coins. Both Moore and
Patterson pushed for these improvements, as well as seeking from Kneass and
Gobrecht modified or entirely new designs worthy of them.

Change was readily apparent in the new dimes of 1828, the first of the "modern"
coins to debut under these administrations. Similar upgrades were given to the
half dime the following year, to the half cent and quarter dollar in 1831, and to the
half dollar in 1836. It was in that latter year that silver dollars returned to the
coinage lineup, Thomas Jefferson’s 1804 suspension of their production having
been lifted in 1831 by Andrew Jackson. These dollars, however, were produced in
such small numbers as to be little more than souvenirs that demonstrated the
degree of perfection now permitted by the adoption of close collars and steam
power.

The gold coins, too, were upgraded in 1829, though their overly high bullion value
meant that few outside of the Mint saw them at the time. It was not until 1834,
when a legal reduction in their respective weights permitted them to circulate for
the first time in many years, that these coins became components in daily
commerce.

The one-cent piece was likewise improved during these industrious years, but its
transformation was so frequent and gradual that it’s difficult to say what
constitutes the dividing line between old and new cents. This denomination
became the test bed for Christian Gobrecht’s design concepts between 1835 and
1839, with several different styles of Liberty bust being employed during these
years.

By the end of 1836 the US Mint’s roster of coins had attained a degree of
technical and aesthetic perfection that would have been inconceivable to that
institution’s founders in 1792–93. Still, however, it was burdened with one
unwelcome legacy of the original Mint Act of 1792. The existing standard for silver
coins required that each piece be .8924 silver and .1076 copper, while the alloy
for gold coins was set at .9167 gold and .0833 copper and silver. One can imagine
the skill and labor needed to maintain such precise and awkward standards at a
time before calculators.

Recognizing the impracticality of achieving these figures consistently, the Mint
actually had begun its coining of silver halves and dollars at the slightly revised
but quite illegal standard of .900 silver and .100 copper. When this practice was
discovered in 1795, it caused a scandal, as depositors of silver bullion received
fewer coins than they were owed under the proper standard. The US Treasury



ultimately had to make good on this deficit, and the Mint was ordered to adhere to
the awkward figures regardless of the effort involved. It complied with this order
for more than 40 years, but the need for a change ultimately was recognized by
Congress in 1837.

The Act passed January 18 of that year completely revised the original law of
1792 while retaining some of its key provisions. The line-up of USA coins
remained the same, but their legal standards were finally revised to figures which
resulted in the desired composition of nine parts fine metal to one part alloy. Also
included within this sweeping law was provision for a bullion fund so that the Mint
could produce gold and silver coins in advance of deposits. Previously, depositors
had to wait weeks to receive their money, while the Mint processed their actual
bullion into finished coins. With a bullion fund, the Mint could coin up to a million
dollars’ worth of pieces to have at the ready. Thus, as soon as a depositor’s
bullion was weighed and assayed, he could receive its equivalent value in existing
coins.

Next month, I’ll take a look at what sort of coins would have been paid out in 1837
under this sweeping new law.

David W. Lange's column, “USA Coin Album,” appears monthly in The
Numismatist, the official publication of the American Numismatic Association.
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NumisMedia Market Report:
Prices Advance on Positive
Auction Results
Posted on 11/10/2009

This month NumisMedia has a lot to report about continually improving prices in
the market. And it’s looking like metals in particular are about to skyrocket.
NumisMedia has the full story.

There are many dealers, collectors, investors and market analysts who believe
the metals are about to skyrocket. The strength of the metals and the weakness of
the economy have more investors predicting that the long-range value of Gold will
surpass any other investment. Thousands of buyers are putting most of their
available assets into Gold, Platinum and Silver at this very moment. The more
novice collectors and investors are buying Modern Bullion coins because they feel
comfortable with products that have a stronger basis of bullion value. However,
dealers and advanced collectors know that numismatics and bullion will make for
a more positive combination and the profits generated will be much higher than
strictly modern bullion coins. Historical data from major auctions supports this
strategy.

The latest Heritage Auction Galleries Sale was conducted at their Dallas location,
October 22–24, and there was a dramatic upswing in some Carson City Twenties,
especially the 1876 and 1890. There were thirteen 1876 CC Twenty Liberties
ranging in grades AU 50 to MS 61. Prices for the Mint State coins were a solid
25% over the previous FMV for the date. What we find even more interesting is
the fact that the population for these coins is a total of 148 in MS 61 and 98 in MS
62. These are the combined pops for NGC and PCGS. However, with auction
prices like these, it is a strong indication that these populations are inflated
because of resubmissions. If there really were that many coins certified in both
MS 61 and MS 62, there would be more coins visible in the market place. Also,
the fact that NGC has only certified one coin above MS 63 and only four coins in
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MS 63 leads us to believe that there have been a lot of resubmissions of Mint
State coins that exhibit extra eye appeal, trying to obtain the next higher grade.

The 1890 CC Twenty also was represented with 13 coins from Extra Fine to MS
61. These coins brought premiums above the previous FMV for the grades. The
MS 60 and MS 61 were especially strong, with one of the MS 61s bringing MS 62
money. This date has only five coins certified above MS 62. The 1876 CC and
1890 CC are two of the highest-minted Twenties from the Carson City Mint. While
there are several dates in the 80s and 90s with lower mintages, some are more
readily available than the 1876 and 1890. Current availability plays a major role in
overall value. Here is a rundown of the prices realized for several of the 26
Carson City Double Eagles.

Date & Grade

 

Price Realized

 

1876 CC AU 50 $2,300
1876 CC AU 55 $2,990
1876 CC AU 58 $4,600
1876 CC MS 60 $7,475
1876 CC MS 60 $8,625
1876 CC MS 60 $9,200
1876 CC MS 60 $10,925
1876 CC MS 61 $12,075
1890 CC XF 45 $1,783
1890 CC AU 53 $2,185
1890 CC AU 55 $2,313
1890 CC MS 60 $5,463
1890 CC MS 60 $6,325
1890 CC MS 61 $8,050
1890 CC MS 61 $8,625
1890 CC MS 61 $9,775
1890 CC MS 61 $10,350
1890 CC MS 61 $12,650

As you can see, prices for the same date and grade can have quite a range
depending on eye appeal. This is a very hot area of Twenties and one in which
buyers are looking for original coins that have not been harshly cleaned. Nice
original color will bring out the more aggressive buyers. Most of the other dates
are just as active. These dates are in such high demand because the populations
are considered very low for most of the grades compared to other Twenties of the
same era.

Total prices realized for the Heritage Sale was $8.7 million. This was a remarkably
good result for an auction not run in conjunction with a major coin show. The
following coins are some other highlights from this sale.

Denomination Grade Price Realized



1969 S Doubled Die Cent

 

NGC MS 63 Rd

 

$57,500

 

1805 Bust Quarter PCGS MS 64 $22,500
1808 Bust Half NGC MS 66 $16,100
1882 Seated Half NGC MS 68 $16,100
1917 D Walker Obv PCGS MS 66 $14,950
1936 Walker NGC PR 67 $12,650
1870 CC Seated Dollar PCGS MS 61 $25,300
1880 O Morgan Dollar NGC MS 65 P/L $20,700
1882 O/S Morgan Dollar NGC MS 65 $18,400
1884 S Morgan Dollar PCGS MS 62 $20,700
1893 O Morgan Dollar PCGS MS 64 $23,000
1916 $1 Gold McKinley NGC MS 68 $16,100
1914 D $2 ½ Gold Indian PCGS MS 65 $40,250
1879 $4 Flowing Hair NGC PR 65 $161,000
1907 $10 Indian Wire Rim NGC MS 64 $40,250
1930 S $10 Indian NGC MS 64 $43,131
1885 $20 Gold PCGS MS 61 $57,500
1891 $20 Gold NGC AU 58 $40,250
1925 S $20 Saint NGC MS 66 $149,500
1927 S $20 Saint NGC MS 66 $109,250
1929 $20 Saint PCGS MS 65 $89,125

For all prices realized, please contact Heritage Auction Galleries in Dallas.

This article is a guest article written by:

The thoughts and opinions in the piece are those of their author and are not
necessarily the thoughts of the Certified Collectibles Group.
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From the NGC Archives: 1861
Silver Three-Cent Piece
Posted on 11/10/2009

This month’s feature, sometimes called a trime, is a standout rarity. Read on for
the full story of this beautiful specimen.

The diminutive silver three-cent piece, sometimes called a trime, was an important
coin in the years preceding America’s Civil War. Millions were minted, and they
circulated throughout the eastern half of the nation. Though ultimately replaced by
a copper-nickel coin in 1865, trimes were produced as late as 1873.

The Philadelphia Mint overestimated the demand for proof three-cent pieces in
1861, striking some 1,000 examples. These were delivered by the chief coiner
with the silver proof sets on April 1, which proved to be an appropriate date, as
more than 600 remained unsold and were melted. Gems are in very short supply
today, making this coin a standout rarity in such condition. With the exception of a
few stars, this beautiful specimen is fully struck throughout. Its brilliant and
reflective surfaces are awash in sumptuous toning of gold, magenta and gunmetal
blue.

Are you interested in Three-Cent Pieces? Click here to visit the NGC Coin
Encyclopedia and read more.
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Special Offering of NGC-
Certified Coins in Maison
Palombo Auction 8
Posted on 11/10/2009

Their November 28 auction includes a rich offering of NGC-certified European and
South American coins; online bidding is now open.

French dealers and auctioneers Maison Palombo offer a rich assortment of high-
quality World coins in their upcoming Auction 8. The auction will be held at the
Palais de la Bourse, Marseille, France, on Saturday, November 28, 2009. All 982
lots can be seen online at sixbid.com: Palombo Auction 8.

Nearly 400 lots included in the sale have been certified by NGC, making this one
of the largest offerings of certified coins in a European auction this year. Included
is the continuation of the collection of Monsieur le Chanoine Léon Matagne.
Numismatic author and one of the founding members of the European
Numismatic Alliance, Matagne assembled an important collection of Belgian coins
and a number of elusive patterns from his collection are featured in the sale.
Several important South American coins from the Caballero de las Yndias
collection are offered, and, as with previous Palombo sales, there is an extensive
group of exceptional quality French coins.

Selected highlights (click on image for more detail on the lot):
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Lot 158. FRANCE. Double écu d'or, 1639, Avignon, NGC AU 55.

Lot 199. FRANCE. 1/2 louis d’or, 1641/0A, NGC MS 62.

http://www.sixbid.com/nav.php?p=viewlot&sid=190&lot=158
http://www.sixbid.com/nav.php?p=viewlot&sid=190&lot=199


Lot 587. GERMANY. 2 franks, 1808J, NGC MS 64.

Lot 749. ECUADOR. 8 escudos, 1843 MV, Quito, NGC AU 58. Caballero de las
Ynidas.

http://www.sixbid.com/nav.php?p=viewlot&sid=190&lot=587
http://www.sixbid.com/nav.php?p=viewlot&sid=190&lot=749


Lot 845. MEXICO. 8 escudos, 1761Mo MM, Order on Chest, NGC AU 55.
Caballero de las Ynidas.
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New Mint State Pioneer Minor
Coinage Catalog
Posted on 11/9/2009

This Holabird-Kagin Americana sale will surely fascinate collectors, since much of
this material has never before been seen in these conditions.

Holabird-Kagin Americana has released its newest catalog
in their series on pioneer minor coinage. Mint State Pioneer
Minor Coinage is a 168-page catalog of certified tokens, all
graded MS 60-plus. Fred Holabird, author of the catalog
and partner in Holabird-Kagin Americana, stated that this
catalog is the first of its kind in what he calls the "Last
Frontier of Numismatics" to be professionally certified.

The catalog contains images of the obverse and reverse of
each token, as well as short interesting stories on many of
the pieces, particularly those from California and Nevada. The catalog's
introduction discusses a number of fascinating issues surrounding mint state
tokens, including populations, hoards, manufacturer collections and restrikes.

The field of collecting tokens in mint state is new, according to Holabird, and real
rarities of uncirculated pieces are still not known. As an example, many pieces
rated common, with perhaps 25–50 pieces known, have no known uncirculated
pieces. "This can be confusing while the dust settles on this new frontier," stated
Holabird.

Collectors have the chance of obtaining MS 65 pieces for little money, compared
to their Civil War counterparts. But they might find the opportunities lacking —
NGC has graded fewer than 150 pieces MS 65 thus far.

Interested collectors can contact Holabird-Kagin Americana for a catalog, $15 or
free with a purchase, at info@holabirdamericana.com or call 775-852-8822.
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Forcier Collection Commems to
Be Offered in Heritage Houston
Signature Auction
Posted on 11/10/2009

This complete commemorative type set features NGC-certified coins that are well
matched in terms of both grade and appearance — an accomplishment for any
collector.

Among the featured collections in Heritage's Houston Signature Auction is The
Steven Forcier Collection — an outstanding collection of silver and gold US
commemorative coins. This auction is scheduled for December 3-6 at Downtown
Houston's George R. Brown Convention Center and over the Internet at
www.HA.com/Coins

The Steven Forcier Collection features a complete type set of NGC-certified silver
US commemoratives minted 1892-1954, all in Gem grades or higher. Without
question, the highlight of the silver offerings in this collection is the Grant with Star
half dollar. Graded MS 67 by NGC, this pristine, virtually white coin is
unsurpassed in grade at either major grading service.
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1922 50C Grant With Star MS 67 NGC.

Of course, this collection does not end with silver. A complete set of gold US
classic commemoratives will also be offered, including both versions of the ever
popular Panama-Pacific Fifty. Each of the gold commemoratives in this collection
grades at least MS 64.

A few of the highlights of The Steven Forcier Collection include:

1893 25C Isabella MS 65 NGC.
1900 $1 Lafayette MS 65 NGC.
1922 50C Grant With Star MS 67 NGC.
1928 50C Hawaiian MS 65 NGC.
1935 50C Hudson MS 65 NGC.
1921 50C Missouri MS 65 NGC.
1923-S 50C Monroe MS 65 NGC.
1926 50C Sesquicentennial MS 65 NGC.
1935 Spanish Trail MS 66 NGC.
1915-S $2-1/2 Panama-Pacific MS 64 NGC.
1915-S $50 Panama-Pacific Round MS 64 NGC.

This collection and the rest of the fine offerings of the Houston Signature Auction
are available for previews now at www.HA.com/Coins. Coins are still being added,
so check back frequently. This auction is currently scheduled to open for bidding
around November 14.

http://coins.ha.com/common/view_item.php?SaleNo=1132&LotIdNo=11004&txtSearch=&hdnSearch=true
http://coins.ha.com/c/index.zx


1915-S $50 Round Panama-Pacific MS 64 NGC.
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Goldline International Ranks
#32 in 100 Largest Privately
Held Companies by LA Business
Journal
Posted on 11/10/2009

A recent report by the LA Business Journal included this coin and precious metals
dealer among its top ranks of the largest privately held companies.

(SANTA MONICA, Calif.) --Goldline International, Inc., a leading gold and precious
metals trading company, was recently ranked the 32nd largest privately held
company in Los Angeles by the Los Angeles Business Journal.

"Everyone at Goldline has worked very hard to build the company into a national
leader in the gold and precious metals field," stated Mark Albarian, President and
CEO of Goldline. "We are proud to be recognized by the Los Angeles Business
Journal for our growth which we achieved by providing quality gold, silver and rare
coins and outstanding customer support to our valuable clients."

The LA Business Journal selects its top privately held companies based upon
company revenues. They reported an annual revenue of $525.4 million and
number of employees as 319 for Goldline.

Goldline serves individual investors and collectors who wish to add gold, silver
and rare coins to their investment portfolio. With nearly 50 years in business and a
strong history of client service, Goldline has become the choice of thousands of
precious metals and rare coin investors and collectors. Goldline anticipates even
greater demand for its gold and silver products as investors continue to look to
diversify their portfolios and seek greater protection against a falling dollar and
looming inflation.

Although many Goldline clients are located in the greater Los Angeles area,
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Goldline assists clients throughout the United States.

"We expect Goldline to continue its growth and plan to remain on the LA Business
Journal’s list of largest privately held companies," said Albarian.

In addition to this recognition from the LA Business Journal, Scott Carter, an
Executive Vice President with Goldline, was recently interviewed by Fox Business
regarding gold’s recent record highs and long term outlook. During the interview,
Carter explained that investor concern over deficit spending, the falling US dollar
and future inflation are among the principal drivers for gold’s record highs. You
can view the interview at Goldline’s website, www.goldline.com. To request an
interview with a Goldline executive regarding gold and other precious metals
investments, please contact Goldline at 310.587.1415.

About Goldline International Inc.

Goldline International is one of the largest companies working with investors and
collectors in the field of precious metals and gold investments. Founded in 1960,
Goldline has more than 250 employees and annual sales exceeding $500 million.
For more information or to buy gold, please visit www.goldline.com and follow
Goldline at www.twitter.com/goldline
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Counterfeit Detection: 1897-O
Morgan Dollar
Posted on 11/16/2010

We were recently surprised by the submission of an 1897-O Morgan dollar that
was wholly counterfeit and not the typically seen added mintmark alteration.

The 1897-O Morgan dollar is fairly common in low grades, with a mintage of just
over four million coins, but it becomes scarce in About Uncirculated and higher
grades. A low Mint State example can be worth well over a thousand dollars.
Philadelphia 1897 dollars are significantly more available in high grades and are,
therefore, targets for alteration by counterfeiters. NGC graders will occasionally
encounter an 1897 Morgan dollar with an added mintmark made to resemble its
more valuable New Orleans counterpart.

We were recently surprised by the submission of an 1897-O Morgan dollar that
was wholly counterfeit and not the typically seen added mintmark alteration.
Interestingly, a counterfeiter took the effort to engrave dies, which would indicate
that there are other fake 1897-O dollars struck from these dies with the same
marks and depressions as this coin.

While at first glance this 1897-O dollar may appear genuine, a closer inspection
reveals several curious lumps and raised lines in the periphery. There are a few
notable lumps by the 1 in the date, to the left of the L in PLURIBUS, and below the
NU in UNUM. Other letters show similar raised areas that are not seen on
genuine examples. Several faint raised lines at the first L in DOLLAR are also
visible under a loupe. Although unusual raised areas on a coin do not always
condemn it, their appearance on this issue sends off a red flag.
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There are numerous depressions and reeding marks on the surfaces of this
counterfeit, and some especially prominent marks are seen below STATES OF.

Are you a Morgan Dollar Collector? Check out the NGC Coin Price Guide's
Morgan Dollar coin prices.
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